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NATURAL DISASTER CRISIS MITIGATION
“FLASH FLOODS” SCENARIO

Flash floods are more and more common due to extreme weather
conditions which Europe is prone to, thus becoming an increasing risk as a
consequence from climate change. Flash floods are to be found “among
the most devastating natural hazards worldwide”. Around 8% of damaging
events worldwide were flash floods.
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Here is a short definition of flash floods:
“A rapid and extreme flow of high water into a normally dry area, or a rapid
water level rise in a stream or creek above a predetermined flood level, beginning
within six hours of the causative event (e.g., intense rainfall, dam failure, ice jam).
However, the actual time threshold may vary in different parts of the country.
Ongoing flooding can intensify to flash flooding in cases where intense rainfall
results in a rapid surge of rising flood waters.”10
Why else is it interesting to look into flash floods from an end user’s
perspective? Flash floods need to be handled specifically and require
different ways of preparation compared to river or basin floods. The time
frame for prediction is very short, and so far, it is very difficult to forecast a
precise location of flash floods following heavy rains - unknown variables
which are not foreseen in traditional flood management. A very fast raining
tide and a very heavy current might also cause severe damage and are
different in handling from the other flood types, since there is no chance to
run an overall protection program for e.g. critical infrastructure. And it is just
land based infrastructure, electricity networks and the telecommunication
network that are specifically vulnerable.11 Additionally, structural prevention

measures and strategies like dykes etc. might not be the key answer since the
cost benefit ratio is rather low due to difficulty in predicting when and where
they will occur12. Last but not least, the safety of first responders on-site is
particularly at stake due to the heavy current and debris taken with the tide
of the flash floods.
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Focus areas
SELECTED FOR THE WORKSHOP

Coordination Command & Control

Doctrine / Procedures Development
special focus Safety of First responders

Community Awareness Raising
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Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

PERSONNEL
➢ Technical experts should be

EQUIPMENT &
TOOLS /
TECHNOLOGIES

mandatory in a crises management
team when politicians are in lead
to advise on risks and potential

solutions
➢ A mandatory regular training of the
leaders with focus on a
multidimensional scenario e.g.
involving cascading effects

Coordination
Command & Control

➢ VP/AC should generally be
used down to the tactical
level

➢ Liaison officers on various levels
should be implemented
➢ The public should be engaged into
pre disaster awareness projects

such as river cleanings and liaison
persons in case of disaster should
be identified within the community

PROCEDURES & ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS:
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➢ A generic crowd sourcing concept should be developed out of best practice
➢ A guideline/ concept showing which are indicators and sensors for secondary problems should be
developed

Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)
➢ Scenario- based and regular training and exercises on different levels
with all stakeholders involved should be mandatory on all levels
➢ Development of decision support systems including tools (intelligent
data analysis, decision support tools, personnel and procedures e.g.
tactics for simultaneous management of different tasks

Doctrine / Procedures
Development special
focus Safety of First
responders

➢ Enhancing preparedness and mitigation procedures e.g. with non

parking zones, 24 hrs in advance flood forecast probabilities as well
as traffic management guidance
➢ Update doctrines via lessons learned and feedback after an event
➢ Standardized feedback process for the end users on the doctrine

Procedures/legislation for citizens involvement in preparedness
phase (e.g. clearance of the upstream near to their properties,
starting from the bottom)
➢ Economical support for preventive actions implementation
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Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

PERSONNEL

➢ Define clear roles and
responsibilities
➢ Translate probabilities of
occurrence of events into where,
when and how many resources
should be pre-positioned or

Doctrine / Procedures
Development special
focus Safety of First
responders

localized and who does what
➢ Training of the response personnel
on various levels with the following
perspectives: emotional
management, critical thinking and
behaviour
➢ Have a guideline at hand when
operations are no more possible
since they are to risky for first

responders
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EQUIPMENT &
TOOLS /
TECHNOLOGIES
➢ Pre position equipment close to
high risk areas to save time
➢ Use also on local level early
warning systems with real data
acquisition such as flow dynamics
➢ Use VR/AR tools for training of
procedures
➢ Provide training manuals for
different levels and different
actors online as well as
educational tools online
➢ Procedures should include
organizational accountability
systems to allow for a clear
management of the rescuers sent
in the disaster area.

Training of Command & control
PROCEDURES &
organizations (multi-level, crossORGANISATIONAL MATTERS
agency and/or Cross-border)
Limitations:

Community
Awareness Raising

➢ Bureaucracy hinders progress
➢ More field visits and reporting needed to inform policy process
➢ Law: Conflict of laws in themselves; implementation time / difficulty;
enforcement
➢ Underlying socio-economic challenges at the root of some wildfire
issues
➢ Policies are too general to address certain (esp. local) challenges
➢ Fire is not/ hardly considered in international conventions
➢ More reporting (also targeted) is needed for public vs. political or
internal processes
➢ Policies/ laws not implemented to encourage the planting of species
which are more conducive for sustainable landscapes; or, deal with
issue of unused land

Stakeholders Involvement:
➢ Subsidies for beneficial practices
➢ Penalties where applicable and appropriate
➢ Public education which included clear examples; measures to build
trust and awareness
➢ Focus on agricultural sector
➢ Protect vulnerable groups
➢ Build capacity to help respond to fire (to help FFs)
➢ Inclusion (e.g. of volunteers)
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Training of Command
& control
organizations (multilevel, cross-agency
and/or Cross-border)

PERSONNEL
➢ The requirement to engage
the citizens in prevention
measures like cleaning rivers
➢ Social media specialists
should be part of the crises
response team
➢ Training of the public and

Community
Awareness Raising

EQUIPMENT &
TOOLS /
TECHNOLOGIES
➢ Standardization of public
information throughout
Europe. This can be done
by:
o

awareness raising projects
with children since they are a
good as multiplicators within
their family
➢ Training of peers to support
the neighbourhood with

o

Via private mobile
phone e.g. apps with
standardized
information and
advice on risk
mitigation measures
Via a specific channel
on the radio and TV
for crises with similar
information

information on risk mitigation
PROCEDURES & ORGANISATIONAL MATTERS:

➢ Information of the public with concrete risks broken down on the area of affected
households and companies is required with advise how to mitigate risks
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Coordination Command &
Control & Prepare CivilMilitary Cooperation

COMMON CONSTRAINTS & BEST
PRACTICES
➢ The lack of forecast

understanding of diverse
actors
➢ The trust of the citizens and
actors in processes

➢ The not everywhere clear
regulations to free volunteers
from jobs in emergencies
➢ The resilience and time
response ratio in this scenario
➢ The lack of awareness and
reluctance of individuals to
inform themselves of risks
➢ The taxonomy and terminology

that is differently used
➢ The lack of knowledge of the
structures and responsibilities
on other EU countries
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➢ Three dimensional simulations
with a 10 days range (prior and
after the first day of the event)
as well as:
➢ a clear information of the
public via a letter to relevant
house hold with basic
information and a pre stamped
post card to fill in with requests
for further information
➢ Further best practice exchanges
worked on exchange of
technical solutions for water
rescue operations

➢ Exchange of understanding
who to call, where to go what to
do
➢ Clear definition of the
situations that can trigger the
pre-activation of standardized
resources according to local
plans (e.g. at which point,
during an active or forecasted
emergency, a country will
decide to ask for help at the EU
Civil Protection Mechanism)

Training of Command & control
organizations (multi-level, crossagency and/or Cross-border)

RELATED OPPORTUNITY

➢ A guardian/ custodian for best practice and lessons learned should
be established
➢ Generic scenarios for flash floods with various aspects involved
should be made available to diverse levels of operations
➢ Have more 4x4 vehicles prepositions in areas prone to flash floods
since most first responder vehicles can not operate in mud on 5 cm

and above on roads
➢ Tactical maps should be part of the briefing of incoming personnel
since mobile devices might not work due to black holes in the
communication

➢ GPS trackers and cameras might be interesting to use if it works
according to personality laws still a geolocalization of all rescue
teams would be mandatory to ensure the monitoring and activation
of further support if needed
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Key Words
➢ Training with all involved
➢ Safety of first responders
➢ clear concept and doctrine
➢ social media guideline
crowd sourcing
➢ taxonomy and terminology
involvement of citizens and
private sector
FURTHER QUESTIONS:
➢
➢

A handbook and standardized signs specifically designed to flash floods
A guidance who to train the decision making skills of leaders on political
as well as operational level since they are key to success or failure of the
operations
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